Electric Scotland's Weekly Newsletter for June 22nd, 2018
To see what we've added to the Electric Scotland site view our What's New page at:
http://www.electricscotland.com/whatsnew.htm
To see what we've added to the Electric Canadian site view our What's New page at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/whatsnew.htm
For the latest news from Scotland see our ScotNews feed at:
http://www.electricscotland.com/

Electric Scotland News
My priority this week was to read a new book by my favourite author, L E Modesitt Jr. As you may know I really enjoy SF & Fantasy
books which is the total opposite to my usual history reading. Kirkus Reviews just released their listings of the best fiction of 2017,
and Recluce Tales was named as one of the best fantasy and science fiction books. I've given you a link to his site and from there
you'll be able to see all his books.
-----NATO spending that will come from outside the EU after Brexit is an astonishing 80%. I think Trump is quite right to complain about
how the US is being played by the EU countries not meeting their 2% target that was agreed by them. I also still think he's been
holding his fire on the EU until Britain leaves the EU.
-----The withdrawal bill for Brexit got through the UK Parliament by 16 votes so looks like we're on the way at last although I'm sure there
will be other hurdles down the line.
-----Added a couple of new items to my Canadian Experience section which included me getting some electrical work done, a fire brigade
call out and a surprise financial windfall. You can read this at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/canada_add.htm
Here is the video introduction to this newsletter...
https://youtu.be/ST2sleDstHU
Scottish News from this weeks newspapers
Note that this is a selection and more can be read in our ScotNews feed on our index page where we list news from the past 1-2
weeks. I am partly doing this to build an archive of modern news from and about Scotland as all the newsletters are archived and
also indexed on Google and other search engines. I might also add that in newspapers such as the Guardian, Scotsman, Courier,
etc. you will find many comments which can be just as interesting as the news story itself and of course you can also add your own
comments if you wish.
The farming sisters doing it for their dad
Two young sisters who took over the running of the family farm after the death of their father have said they hope he would be proud
of their achievements.

Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-44484001
In pictures: How to make your own Scottish morning rolls
Morning rolls are one of Scotland’s best loved foods, Scottish food writer Fraser Wright provides a recipe on how to make your own.
View this at:
https://www.scotsman.com/news/in-pictures-how-to-make-your-own-scottish-morning-rolls-1-4754764
The open secret to Canada’s tech boom
In 2016, Toronto added more jobs in technology than New York City and the San Francisco combined
Read more at:
https://capx.co/the-open-secret-to-canadas-tech-boom/
World-first medicine centre to be located in Scotland
A multi-million-pound drug manufacturing innovation centre is to be located in Renfrewshire.
Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-glasgow-west-44495092
Growth Commission: A Simple Mistake
I'm indebted to Fraser Whyte who first spotted this rather significant error in the Growth Commission report and blogged about it here.
Read more at:
http://chokkablog.blogspot.com/2018/06/growth-commission-simple-mistake.html
100 years of berry picking and Scottish summers
It shaped the summer holidays of tens of thousands of Scots who were dispatched to the fertile fields of the east to pick berries and
earn a pound or two.
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle/100-years-of-berry-picking-and-scottish-summers-1-4164726
Why a WTO-based exit from the EU is best for the UK
As a nation we want issues to be decided by this rational process. So it should be with Brexit.
Read more at:
https://brexitcentral.com/wto-based-exit-eu-best-uk/
Outlander: 100 First Nation Canadians pictured in Scotland on season 4 shoot
In an on-set photo shared by Radio Times, we see them in full costume against the stunning forest scenery, ready to portray
members of the Cherokee and Mohawk Nations who feature in the upcoming season.
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/read-this/outlander-season-4-scotland-filming/
Meghan's father says Prince Harry told him to give Donald Trump a chance
Thomas Markle, the father of Meghan, said her new husband Prince Harry told him to give U.S. President Donald Trump a chance
and that he had an open mind about Britain’s exit from the European Union.
Read more at:
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-royals-meghan-father/meghans-father-says-prince-harry-told-him-to-give-donald-trump-achance-idUKKBN1JE0JW
First world buttery champion crowned in Aberdeen
A competition aimed at finding the world's best buttery was won by a man who started making them after his local bakery closed.
Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-44519335

A tragic story of arrogance
SR columnist Eileen Reid, a former senior member of staff at Glasgow School of Art, asks why the management refuse to take any
responsibility for the disaster.
Read more at:
http://www.scottishreview.net/EileenReid434a.html
Tuktoyaktuk: Canada's last Artic Village?
Canada’s 137km Inuvik-Tuktoyaktuk Highway is a vital new lifeline across unremittingly spartan tundra, but also a window on an
almost-forgotten way of indigenous life.
Read more at:
http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20180418-tuktoyaktuk-canadas-last-arctic-village
Oxford neurosurgeon helps thousands overcome tremors
A neurosurgeon has helped 2,000 patients control their tremors after implanting electrodes in their brains.
Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/uk-england-oxfordshire-44534974/oxford-neurosurgeon-helps-thousands-overcome-tremors
Royal Highland Show 2018
Everything you need to know. The annual extravaganza generates around £65 million a year for the Scottish economy.
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/lifestyle/travel/royal-highland-show-2018-everything-you-need-to-know-1-4757045
Phil Mickelson’s US Open behaviour was despicable
Why does golf have this dreadful habit of shooting itself in the foot every now and again?
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/sport/golf/martin-dempster-phil-mickelson-s-us-open-behaviour-was-despicable-1-4756160
Canada legalises recreational cannabis use
Canada's parliament has passed a law legalising the recreational use of marijuana nationwide.
Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44543286
Inside Scotland's prisons
An article from the Scottish Review
Read more at:
http://www.scottishreview.net/KennethRoy434a.html
Brexit: Bill approved after May sees off rebellion
The government's Brexit bill has passed through Parliament after Theresa May saw off a revolt by Tory MPs. Peers accepted the
amendment to the EU (Withdrawal) Bill sent to them from the House of Commons, meaning the bill now goes for Royal Assent,
becoming law.
Read more at:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-44542156
Donald Trump to meet the Queen during UK visit
US President Donald Trump will meet the Queen during his visit to the UK next month, American ambassador Woody Johnson has
said.
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/news/donald-trump-to-meet-the-queen-during-uk-visit-1-4757501
Vision Scotland: Lessons in the field
For nearly two decades the Royal Highland Education Trust (RHET) has been opening the doors to the countryside for more than

20,000 school children each year.
Read more at:
https://www.scotsman.com/business/companies/farming/vision-scotland-lessons-in-the-field-1-4754023
Never mind the facts, feel the faux indignation
One iron law of North British politics is that the volcano of sulphuric indignation that is the SNP in all seasons will try and lay waste
the political landscape far into the future.
Read more at:
http://www.thinkscotland.org/thinkpolitics/articles.html?read_full=13582
Unpicking the myths about Brexit
Two years on, many still don’t understand why the UK voted for Brexit
Read more at:
https://capx.co/two-years-after-the-brexit-vote-too-many-still-dont-get-why-the-uk-voted-leave/

Electric Canadian
Message on the Occasion of National Indigenous Peoples Day
June 21, 2018
Message from the Governor General on the Occasion of National Indigenous Peoples Day
OTTAWA—Indigenous peoples are pathfinders. Generations ago they taught us how to survive in the cold and how to value the gifts
of nature all around us. They taught us about community. They are an intrinsic part of our heritage, and they continue to make
extraordinary contributions to Canada.
It is a good thing that we are once again listening to the wisdom of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples. Today is a day to honour
them. It is a day to celebrate their cultures and identities from coast to coast to coast. And it is a day to rededicate ourselves to
reconciliation—or, in the language of the Algonquin peoples upon whose traditional territory I live and work: Kidji minou
widjiidinaniwak.
Take the opportunity this day provides to find ways to strengthen our relationship, on the basis of respect and trust. And let us
imagine how reconciliation will lead to a better future for all of our children and grandchildren.
See our First Nations page at: http://www.electriccanadian.com/history/first/index.htm
Transactions of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers
I discovered a lot of volumes of these transaction which are very detailed and note that they are very popular downloads so assume
civil engineers are enjoying the details given in these transactions.
I've added the 1943 volume and will add others each week. You can view these at
http://www.electriccanadian.com/transport/industrial/index.htm
Some of the topics discussed include Air Transportation, Alaska Military Highway, Arc Welding, Army Regulations for Selection,
Training and Rank of Technical Personnel, Australian War Production, Automotive Industry, Canadian Surveys and Maps in Peace
and War, Collective Bargaining for the Engineer, Cotton Yarn, Coventry, Days Ahead, Education of Engineers, Engineering
Renaissance, Engineers' Wives Associations, Forestry Problems in Reconstruction, Highways, Imperial Army, Lumber Industry,
Manufacture and Construction in our National Economy, Military Engineering, National Scientific Research, Obituaries, Preservation of
Niagara Falls, Public Works, Pulp and Paper, Quality Control, Radio Communications, St. Lawrence River Control, Spirit of a People,
Statistical Analysis, Telephone Communications, Transformers, Wartime Traffic, Water Power Development, etc.
Canada and its Provinces
A History of the Canadian People and their Institutions by one hundred Associates. General Editors: Adam Shorty and Arthur G.
Doughty. Edinburgh Edition (1914) in 23 volumes. I will be adding a volume each week until completed.
Added volume 3 to this collection.
You can read this at: http://www.electriccanadian.com/history/canadaprovinces.htm

The War of 1812
By Major John Richardson, K.S.F., With Notes and A Life of the Author by Alexander Clark Casselman (1902) (pdf)
You can read this at: http://www.electriccanadian.com/forces/Warof1812.pdf
The Canadian Mining & Mechanical Review.
The Official Organ of the Gold Miners Association of Nova Scotia and the Representative Exponent of the Canadian Mining &
Mechanical Industry.
Found several copies of this publication and you can read the first volume at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/transport/mines/mining.htm
Conrad Black
Trump's North Korean Policy Is Succeeding
http://www.conradmblack.com/1402/trump-north-korean-policy-is-succeeding
Take heed Canada: the U.S. would win a true trade war
http://www.conradmblack.com/1403/take-heed-canada-the-us-would-win-a-true-trade-war

Electric Scotland
Commonwealth of Australia
Historical Records of Australia published in 1914 in 19 volumes. Intending to put up 1 volume a week until complete.
Added Volume 13 - January, 1827—February, 1828
You can get to this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/australia/commonwealth.htm
The Transactions and Journal of Proceedings of the Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History &
Antiquarian Society
Added Sessions 1900-1901 to 1904-1905
You can read this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/dumfries/transactions17.pdf
Brexit is going to be good for Britain and Scotland
Added my video to YouTube and added several comments from the Newspapers from this week.
You can view the video and see the comments at:
http://www.electricscotland.org/showthread.php/5336-Brexit-is-going-to-be-good-for-Britain-and-Scotland
The Sikhs and the Sikh Wars
The Rise, Conquest, and Annexation of the Punjab Stte by Gen. Sir Charles Gough, V.C., G.C.B. and Arthur D. Innes, M.A. (1897)
(pdf)
You can read this at:
http://www.electricscotland.com/history/india/The-Sikhs-And-The-Sikh-Wars.pdf
First Account of the Excavations of Lochrutton Crannog.
By Mr James Barbour, F.S.A., Scot., Architect.
I added this account to our Crannog page at:
http://www.electricscotland.com/books/pdf/crannogs.htm
Scottish Men of Letters in the Eighteenth Century
By Henry Grey Graham (1901) (pdf)
You can read this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/literat/scottishmenofletters.pdf
On the Water Supply of Edinburgh
Being a Paper read before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts on 23d November 21863 by Alexander Ramsay (pdf)

You can read this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/edinburgh/edinburghwater.pdf
The Mandate of the Governor's Task Force on Hunger
To study the problem of hunger in Washington State (pdf)
You can read this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/america/hunger.pdf
Robert J. Silverstein
Gary Gianotti sent me in a great article which explains Roberts Scots guild control and its influence in all of the United States art and
symbolism origins to the United States Identity!
I added this to the top of Gary's page at:
http://www.electricscotland.com/history/america/usgreatseal.htm
Our Great Military Commanders
Sketches of the Lives of Duke of Marlborough, Lord Clive, Duke of Wellington, Sir Charles Napier, Lord Gough, Lord Clyde by C. D.
Yonge (1892) (pdf)
You can read this at: http://www.electricscotland.com/history/scotreg/ourgreatmilitarycommanders.pdf

The Story
I thought you might enjoy this account given it was done around 1865 and you might want to compare the work with modern work
done more recently.
First Account of the Excavations of Lochrutton Crannog.
By Mr James Barbour, F.S.A., Scot., Architect.
The transactions of this Society of 1863 and 1864 give prominence to the class of structures known as Lake Dwellings or Crannogs,
and the addresses of the president, Sir William Jardiue, contain much of interest regarding them. Several were visited, and in two
instances exploratory operations also were instituted. The crannog at Corncockle was cleared by the president, when quantities of
smashed bones, evidencing occupation, were found, and at the Black Loch of Sanquhar, the water having been run off, a section
was cut through the crannog down to the bottom of the loch, fully disclosing the design. No relics, however, of chronological import,
or bearing on the civilisation of the occupation, were discovered in either case. Another like structure, situated at Friars’ Carse,
examined by Dr Munro, is described in his valuable work, “Ancient Scottish Lake Dwellings or Crannog's.” These seem to be the only
instances of systematic investigation overtaken in the district in connection with such structures.
Tabulated in Dr. Munro’s book are the following crannogs in the counties of Dumfries and Kirkcudbright, viz.:—Lochmaben, Black
Loch of Sanquhar, Friars’ Carse, Loch Orr, Lochwood, Closeburn, Corncockle, Morton, Lochrutton, Loch Kinder, Car-lingwark, Lotus
Loch, Barean, Borgue, and Loch Fergus.
Last year the Society resolved to institute exploratory operations, selecting Lochrutton crannog for examination. Several
circumstances lend themselves to mark it out as one of some importance. The loch is of large area and deep. A peninsula on its east
margin is served from the mainland by an artificial ditch and rampart drawn across the neck; and so forms au island about an acre in
extent; and about 300 yards distant from the north end of the loch there is a large camp or moat from which the farm of Moat derives
its name.
The site of the ancient castle of Auchenfranco also lies at the south-west corner of the loch, and at a distance of little over half-a-mile
to the south-east stands Hills Tower, tall and picturesque, and, thanks to the care of the proprietrix, well preserved.
The crannog and a small natural island, named on the Ordnance Map Dutton’s Cairn, appear as wooded specks on the surface of the
loch. The loch lies 305 feet above sea level, measures nearly a mile in length from north to south, and half-a-mile in width, and
extends in area to 125 acres. The principal feeder is at the south end, the outfall being opposite, with a rock bed not liable to change.
The crannog is 230 yards distant from the peninsula ou the east shore the nearest point of the mainland ; 190 yards of water
separates it from the natural island, which again is 90 yards distant from the west shore of the loch.
It is not a little remarkable that the crannog occupies a position as exactly as may be in the centre of the loch’s area, so that
notwithstanding its diminutive size, being divided by the medium filum, the eastern half belongs to the proprietor of Hills, and the
western to Auchenfranco.
In regard to the depth of the loch, the soundings round the crannog show a nearly level bottom with 11 to 13 feet of water. Half way

between the islands the depth increases to 35 feet, and 140 yards to the south of the crannog, the deepest part of the loch, the
sounding is 52 feet. 12 feet is the depth between the natural island and the west shore, and between the crannog and the east shore
it is 11^ feet.
The examination of the crannog by pick and spade, although sanctioned last year, could not be carried out at that time owing to the
high level of the loch. The peninsula or outer island was, however, partly examined by sections through the artificial rampart and a
number of short trenches in the interior. In the beginning of September last the exploratory works were proceeded with on the
crannog, two workmen being employed, and operations continued during three weeks. Considerable progress had been made, when,
unfortunately, following on rains, the level of the loch again rose, and ultimately reached a height which rendered postponement of the
completion of the investigation imperative.
The crannog when approached presents the appearance of a low circular cairn of stones resting on a foundation composed of logs of
wood, and rising’ from the water level with a slightly rounded section to a grass-covered plat in the centre. A row of alders, doubtless
sown with seeds carried there on the water's surface, encircles the plat, and marks the winter level of the loch. The crannog
measures eighty feet in diameter, and the centre plat rises six feet above the log floor.
The work overtaken consisted in carrying a wide section across the crannog in a direction approximately north and south, down
through the superincumbent earth and stone to the wood floor of the structure. Another similar section followed, in a direction at right
angles with the first, and the excavations were continued in the interior. After considerable advance had been made, the influx of
water began to impede operations, and ultimately reached a height making further progress impossible. The ends of the sections
were then closed with earth and a pitching of large stones, and the works ceased for the season.
These exploratory excavations have disclosed more fully the characteristics and structural arrangements of the island, and some
vestiges, it is thought, of the superstructure or dwelling-house have been brought to light. Relics have also been recovered bearing on
the character and era of the occupation.
The sections disclose the strata from the top of the centre plat downwards to the wood floor. There is first turf and free soil about
eighteen inches thick, then comes another layer of soil of similar thickness, but more compact and changing to marl or clay at the
bottom. Below the second bed a quantity of whin-stones, unshaped and disposed without order, the intertices being filled with marl
coloured earth, lies on wood floor. The layer is three feet thick in the centre, but towards the margin it tapers down to the wood.
The surface of the island supporting these strata exhibits a comparatively level floor, composed entirely of logs of wood disposed in
groups of parallel pieces, lying in many different directions and fitted closely together. The logs, measuring six inches to twelve across,
are mostly round, and sometimes retain the bark, but a few are squared in whole or part. Oak, birch, and other woods obtain.
Round the exterior of the island a rough banking of tumbled stones slopes outwards into the water, and among the stones are
numerous timbers lying without order, and apparently displaced from their original position, as if the outer fringe of the Crannog were
broken down.
It has been ascertained that to a depth of five feet from the floor the construction consists of layers of logs alternating with thin beds
of stones, and this method probably continues downwards to the bed of the loch, as was proved by Dr Munro to be the case at
Lochlee Crannog-. It seems, as the timbers would be self-carrying, the most appropriate in the present instance, considering the
distance of the Crannog from the mainland and the depth of the water to be crossed. The groups already described as forming the
floor are very suggestive of rafts, which might have been put together on the shore and floated thence to the island and into position.
Morticed beams such as are common in structures of the kind have not been observed in situ, but detached pieces of this description
are found.
The island was probably stockaded, like the Lochlee Crannog, but the morticed beams have disappeared by decay and the action of
the waves as the structure began to sink. At a distance of about four feet from the exterior margin remains of a number of oak posts,
three inches to six inches in diameter, project above the surface of the floor, and appear to have formed part of the stockading. The
posts are pointed and driven into the floor 1^ feet to 2A feet, and the points have evidently been shaped by means of a sharp axe. In
the interior small oak branches similarly pointed are found driven between the logs, as if intended to secure them in position.
The log floor now scarcely rises above the summer level of the loch, and the winter level, as it is indicated by the wash and the lime
where vegetation begins, is considerably higher than the floor, shewing that sinking or shrinkage has taken place. The amount of the
depression is probably as much as five or six feet, and as the bed of the loch consists of debris of rock not likely to yield much from
the weight, the subsidence of the structure has, it may be conjectured, arisen mainly through the compression of the materials of
which it is built.
These are the general, and no ways exceptional, features of the structure. On it would doubtless be raised for the shelter of the
inmates some sort of dwelling-house. The superstructure, however, being particularly exposed to destruction through natural decay

and in other ways, has, as might be expected, disappeared, leaving hardly a certain trace of its existence. Whether built mainly of
stones or of wood cannot certainly be known. The large collection of stones heaped on the floor of the Crannog is possibly debris of
a stone-built house. Of wood debris there was found embedded among the stones several pieces of oak, one morticed, one squared
and holed for the reception of a stout pin. Another lay on the log floor apparently in situ. It is squared, or nearly so, clean cut across
the ends, and rebated as if intended for the reception of uprights, one of the rebates being pierced with a pin-hole, and the upper
face shews a long groove 4 inches wide, 4 inches deep, and 26| inches in length. The piece measures 10£ inches by 8 inches
across, 4 feet 2 inches in length, and 3 feet 4 inches between the rebates. Evidently it belongs to the superstructure, and probably
served as the threshold of the door. That the wood vestiges are meagre is not surprising, as whatever of this material the building
contained was liable to be carried away. Judging from analogous structures elsewhere in Scotland, the probability is that the original
house was constructed of wood.
The relics recovered during the excavation of the Crannog shew less variety of objects aud a more limited range of occupation than
those from some of the other structures of the kind; on the other hand, the character and period of the occupation are, perhaps,
better defined than is usually the case.
The loch has been and is resorted to by anglers, curlers, and others, who would doubtless often use the Crannog as a retreat and
rest, and so it has happened that the upper stratum of earth yielded articles of recent date. Ou the top of the centre plat some stones
formed a hearth, over which lay peat ash and a quantity of peats, and in the surface mould was found a small leaden bullet, two
penny pieces of the reign of Queen Victoria bearing date 1861-66, fragments of glass bottles, pottery, and tobacco pipes. One of the
“finds” consisted of the base of the bowl and shank of a curious example of the last-mentioned class of objects, which probably
belongs, Dr Anderson suggests, to the 17th century.
The relics and evidences relating to the occupation were recovered from among the stones overlying the log floor, and at a depth of
not less than three feet six inches below the turf of the centre plat. Food refuse is plentiful, such as bones of animals and birds,
which, however, having been burnt, are, except a few, indistinguishable. Of the latter are teeth of the ox. a boar’s tusk, bone of a bird,
and a fragment of deer’s horn. There is also a piece of the jaw of a rodent not much larger than a rat. Shells of hazel nuts are found.
Charcoal is abundant, although no hearth has yet been discovered.
Pottery is the predominant article of the relics. Over 170 fragments were found, mostly very small, but showing variety of material,
make, and form of vessel. It consists of blue, red, and black metal, almost all wheel made, and, with the exception of a few pieces, it
is glazed chiefly with a greenish or yellowish green glaze. Brownish glaze and brownish green glaze are also found. Several pieces
are roughened by pounded grit cemented on them by the glaze. Pieces belonging to several vessels are marked with herring-bone
ornamentation, others with vertical projecting ribs and oblique parallel lines, and another form of ornamentation consists of a row of
thumb marks round the exterior margin of the bottom of the vessel.
There are fragments representing 13 handles of jars and other vessels, also several spouts, one being of tubular form.
Some of the jars in addition to the large carrying handles at the back have been furnished with smaller supplementary handles in
front of each side of the spout for the purpose of tilting the vessel to a convenient angle to drink from.
A variety of other objects were obtained, such as a piece of red pigment, probably hmmatite, three small pieces of sheet lead, some
nondescript iron, a large nail, part of the blade of a large knife curving inwards, much rusted, a leaden spindle whorl, a small ring or
link of bronze or brass, two fragments of a circular vessel of red sandstone, widening upwards, the bottom flat. The side is 1ô inch
thick; the vessel is of fine workmanship, smooth inside and dressed with a sharp point outside. From below the log floor was
recovered a small splinter of oak neatly wrapped about with a narrow ligament of skin, probably a fragment of a basket.
The most impressive and almost unique relic, however, is a §mall and imperfect pendant cross of jet or a material resembling jet It
consists of a circular centre disc, with two arms. The other two arms are broken off and wanting-. The disc, which measures f of an
inch in diameter, is flat on the faces and rounded on the edge, and the arms tapering slightly have the corners rounded off, and
terminate with flat pedimental canopies. When complete the cross would measure inch between the points of the transverse arms. On
the face of the cross the disc has been inlaid in the form of a floriated Greek cross, and with small globular circles betwreen the arms
; and a socket marks one of the arms under the canopy. The reverse is plain except the disc, which bears the letters IHC, with a
mark of contraction over them. The letter H has an incurving downstroke, and the C is closed. Dr Anderson, to whom the relics were
submitted and who kindly advised respecting their character, says, in reference to the cross: “The cross of jet is a very remarkable
thing. It must have been of the equal armed form (Greek). The lettering IHC, with the contraction above it, seems to mean that the
three letters are to be read as Jesus, although they may also be expanded in the other sense given to them in the middle ages as
Jesus Hominum Salvator. But the use of C for S rather favours the view that Jesus is intended.” He further says: “It seems to me to
be late. I do not find the incurving down stroke of the H before the 12th century. The closed C used here for S is not an early form
either.”
Only in one other instance has an article of this description been found in connection with a Scottish lake dwelling. An equal armed

cross within a circle and decorated on the face was discovered by Dr Munro at Lochspouts. It is figured and described in his book.
To supply as before a descriptive sketch of the Crannog and the excavations carried out by the Society, with the results, is the chief
purpose of this paper, but it may be proper before closing to submit briefly a few suggestions regarding the significance of the details
recorded.
The situation of the Crannog in deep water and at the greatest distance from the shore the loch allows is an indication that its primary
purpose was to afford security and protection to the occupiers. The existence of the outer intrenched island on the east shore of the
loch, which there can hardly be any doubt was associated with the Crannog, is a circumstance not met with elsewhere. The two
evidently stand one to the other in the relation of the Base-court and the Citadel of a Mote.
At this stage it may be noted that the peninsula or outer island yielded no relics in the interior, but teeth of animals are plentiful along
the water’s edge, and in the substance of the artificial rampart already described were found fragments of bone, deer’s horn, glass
slag, and nondescript iron or iron slag. Teeth of animals have also been observed on the natural island near the west shore of the
loch.
The Crannog itself is of a type which is common, and there is nothing exceptional in the structural details it exhibits. The work
exhibits judgment in the selection of materials adapted to the circumstances, such as admitted of being grouped on the shore and
transported over the water, self carrying being preferred ; and the disposition and method of securing the pieces in the structure is
skilfully worked out. The carpentry shows some advance and the use of the more common tools of the craft.
The use of sharp-edged carpenter’s tools of itself establishes the circumstance that the crannog does not date back to the stone or
bronze ages, and the character of the relics found on it indicate an occupation comparatively modern. No evidence has been
discovered bearing on the comparative age of the Crannog and of the occupation. So far as this partial exploration shows, the relics
in this case differ from those of the more prolific lake dwellings examined, inasmuch as no stone (except only one disc) or bronze
implements, or implements of bone have been recovered, and ancient pottery is also absent. The pottery, however, which is usually
not plentiful, is here the most abundant and characteristic of the finds. Dr Anderson considers that the general aspect of the finds as
a whole is mediseval, and the pottery is almost all of the fabric accustomed to be classed as 11th to 16th century.
Occupation appears to have been continuous, and to have extended over a considerable space of time. The occupants consisted of a
family, who, judging by the plentiful and varied food refuse and the abundant and, it may be said, elegant table service of pottery,
deserve in all circumstances to be described as opulent; and the cross recovered seems to show that they were of the Christian faith.
This is the residence and stronghold of the mediteval Baron, who had not yet built his embattled and moated stone tower.
To those who expected evidences of the remote the outcome may be disappointing, but the discovery of conditions and modes of
living, but dimly shadowed in history, is a result alike interesting and instructive.
Thanks are due to a number of friends, in particular Mrs M'Culloch Jameson and Mr Steel, the proprietors, for permission granted to
examine the island ; Dr Anderson, who, as before stated, examined and characterised the relics; and Dr Munro, who has taken
special interest and afforded active help in connection with the work.
Mr Barbour exhibited all the relics mentioned as having been found in the course of the excavations.
And that's it for this week and hope you have a great weekend.
Alastair

